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Egholm City Ranger 3070
High-end multifunctional outdoor maintenance machine
•

Multifunctional cleaning and maintenance
machine

•

Suitable for larger outdoor sweeping and
other activities

•

Highly flexible and manoeuvrable

•

Unique “Quick-shift” attachment change

•
•

Comfortable and easy to operate
Excellent visibility and low cabin noise

The Egholm City Ranger 3070 is a larger compact machine with a 70hp diesel engine and 1m3
hopper, for reliable performance, and extended use.
The suction sweeper on the CR3070 has adjustable suction width and power, making it suitable for a
wide range of cleaning tasks. The spring-loaded sweeper brush arm flexes when hitting obstacles,
reducing the risk of damage. With a small inside turning circle of just 1650 mm and short overhangs
front and rear this outdoor sweeper can clean right up to walls and obstacles. The basic machine
weighs only 1720 kg, and the wide footprint spreads the load, enabling it to be used on sensitive
surfaces like lawns and pavements.
Easy to use, comfortable and powerful city sweeper
The City Ranger 3070 is built for extended use, and has been designed with the comfort or operators
at the forefront. The working position is fully adjustable, the sound level inside the cabin is only 69
decibels, and the driver has excellent 360 degree visibility. The cab is fully ventilated and air
conditioned.
The foot brake is fitted with an inch pedal, allowing the operator to slow the machine without reducing
engine rpm or oil flow on the working pumps. This is a valuable feature when working in larger areas,
as the operator can keep the vehicle in cruise control mode and reduce speed without losing power
and performance on the working hydraulics. Once the inching pedal is released, the vehicle returns to
the set cruise control speed.

The suction sweeper on this machine has adjustable suction width and the operator can adjust the
brush pressure from inside the cabin, to suit the type of debris. The easy to empty hopper is
equipped with a rotary filter system, creating a fine water cloud inside the hopper, to reduce the risk
of dust being released back into the surrounding area.
Multi-functional outdoor maintenance machine
The City Ranger 3070 is a powerful street sweeper, with a range of attachments available enabling it
to perform a range of other tasks, from grass cutting to snow and ice clearance, making this a truly
versatile machine for all year round use in urban areas. The unique Quick-shift function enables
1-minute attachment changes, without tools or heavy lifting. The operator simply picks up the front
attachment with the machine and turns the handle, which connects the mechanical, hydraulic, water
and electrical systems. The rear attachments are equally easy to change with the optional stand.
Simply select the relevant attachment on the cabin display and you are ready to go.

See this product on our website
https://www.bgclean.co.uk/product/egholm-park-ranger-3070/
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